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We demonstrate the initialisation, read-out and high-speed manipulation of a qubit stored in a
single 87Rb atom trapped in a submicron-size optical tweezer. Single qubit rotations are performed
on a sub-100 ns time scale using two-photon Raman transitions. Using the “spin-echo” technique,
we measure an irreversible dephasing time of 34 ms. The read-out of the single atom qubit is at the
quantum projection noise limit when averaging up to 1000 individual events.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Ct

The building block of a quantum computer is a qubit -
an isolated two-level quantum system on which one can
perform arbitrary single-qubit unitary operations. In
the circuit approach to quantum computing [1], single
qubit operations are sequentially combined with two-
qubit gates to generate entanglement and realise arbi-
trary quantum logic operations. In the alternative one-
way quantum computing scheme [2], the ensemble of
qubits is prepared in a highly entangled cluster state,
and computations are performed using single qubit oper-
ations and measurements. A wide range of physical sys-
tems are under investigation as potential qubits [1, 3, 4],
including trapped single neutral atoms. In particular,
the hyperfine ground states of alkali metal atoms can be
used to make qubits that are readily manipulated using
microwave radiation or Raman transitions, with negligi-
ble decoherence from spontaneous emission. The useful-
ness of these techniques has been demonstrated with the
realisation of a 5-qubit quantum register based on mi-
crowave addressing of single atoms trapped in an optical
lattice [5]. A quantum register could also be formed us-
ing arrays of optical tweezers [6], each containing a single
atom [7], with each site optically addressed using tightly
focussed Raman beams [8]. Several techniques have been
proposed for two-qubit gates including controlled col-
lisions [9], dipole-dipole interactions between Rydberg
atoms [10] and cavity-mediated photon exchange [11].
Alternatively, two-qubit operations could be performed
without interactions by using photon emission and quan-
tum interference effects. The recent observation of two-
photon interference between single photons emitted by
a pair of trapped atoms [12, 13] is a major step in this
direction.

In this paper we describe how a single 87Rb atom
trapped in an optical tweezer can be used to store, manip-
ulate and measure a quantum bit. The qubit basis states
are the |0〉 = |F = 1, mF = 0〉 and |1〉 = |F = 2, mF = 0〉
ground state hyperfine sublevels (Fig. 1). We initialise
the system by preparing the atom in the |0〉 state using
optical pumping. Single qubit operations are performed
using two-photon Raman transitions. A novel feature of
our experiment is that we use the tightly focussed op-

tical tweezer as one of the Raman beams. In this way
we obtain a Rabi frequency of Ω = 2π × 6.7 MHz with
laser beams detuned by > 106 linewidths from the near-
est atomic transition. We perform a measurement of the
state (|0〉 or |1〉) of each single atom with near unit ef-
ficiency, allowing us to perform projection-noise limited
measurements of the qubit state. Using Ramsey spec-
troscopy, we measure a dephasing time of 370 µs. This
dephasing can be reversed using the spin-echo technique.
In this way we have measured an irreversible dephasing
time of 34 ms, which is almost six orders of magnitude
longer than the time required to perform a π rotation.

We isolate and trap single 87Rb atoms in an optical
dipole trap created by a tightly focussed far-off resonant
laser beam [14]. A custom-made objective lens with a
numerical aperture of 0.7 is used to focus the beam at
810 nm to a diffraction-limited waist of ≈ 0.9 µm. With
a power of 0.95 mW we obtain a trap at the focus with
a depth of 1.2 mK and oscillation frequencies of 125
kHz and 23 kHz in the radial and axial directions re-
spectively. The trap is loaded from an optical molasses.
An important feature of our experiment is the existence
of a “collisional blockade” effect, which forces the num-
ber of atoms in the trap to be either zero or one [15].
We measure the initial temperature of the atom to be
90 µK using a release and recapture method [16]. The
trap lifetime in the absence of any near-resonant light is
3 s. Under these conditions we measure a heating rate of
0.021± 0.005 µK ms−1.

The presence of an atom in the trap is detected in
real time using its fluorescence from the molasses cooling
light. As shown in Fig. 1, the fluorescence is collected by
the same objective used to make the optical dipole trap,
and is separated off using a dichroic mirror before being
imaged on to an avalanche photodiode. When an atom
is present in the trap we detect ≈ 10, 000 photons s−1,
compared to a typical background count rate of 2000 s−1

for an empty trap. By setting a threshold value for the
fluorescence we can unambiguously detect the presence
of an atom within ≈ 15 ms of its arrival. This signal is
then used to shut off the molasses light and trigger the
experimental sequence.
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FIG. 1: Experimental setup. A high performance objective
lens creates a tightly focussed optical dipole trap, which also
acts as one of the Raman beams. The second Raman beam is
generated using two additional diode lasers, and is superim-
posed with the trapping beam on a polarising beam splitter
(PBS). A single polarization-maintaining fibre carries both
beams to the experiment. Inset (a) shows the relevant energy
levels of 87Rb. The quantisation axis is defined by a 0.36 mT
magnetic field along the x-axis.

Once a single atom has been detected in the trap, it
is prepared in the logical state |0〉 using optical pumping
on the D2 line. For this we use a π-polarized Zeeman
pumping beam resonant with the F = 1 → F ′ = 1 tran-
sition and a hyperfine repumping beam resonant with
the F = 2 → F ′ = 2 transition. The quantization axis
is defined by a 0.36 mT magnetic field along the x-axis.
After 200 µs of optical pumping the atom is prepared
in the logical state |0〉 with 85% efficiency. We have de-
termined that all the remaining population is left in the
other F = 1 sublevels. These atoms are not affected by
the Raman beams due to the Zeeman shift.

We perform single qubit rotations by coupling the log-
ical states |0〉 and |1〉 using a two-photon stimulated Ra-
man transition. Driving the Raman transition requires
two phase-locked laser beams separated by the hyperfine
transition frequency ωhf/2π ≃ 6.8 GHz. In our experi-
ment, the optical dipole trap forms one of these beams.
The trapping light is produced using a grating stabilised
external cavity diode laser. To generate the second Ra-
man beam we use two additional 810 nm diode lasers as
shown in Fig. 1. The frequency offset is obtained by
modulating the current of the bridge laser at 3.4 GHz,
adding two sidebands to its output with the desired fre-
quency separation. The bridge laser is phase-locked to
the dipole trap laser by injection locking on one of the
sidebands. A Mach-Zender interferometer is used to re-
move 90 % of the carrier power from the output of the

bridge laser, which is then used to injection lock a third
slave laser tuned to the other sideband. We obtain an in-
dependent, 80 mW beam that is phase-coherent with the
optical dipole trap and has the desired frequency offset.
An acousto-optic modulator allows intensity control of
the Raman beam as well as fine tuning of the frequency
difference between the two beams. The two beams are
sent to the experiment through the same polarization-
maintaining optical fibre. The optical dipole trap and
the Raman beam have orthogonal linear polarizations in
the z − y plane in order to drive ∆mF = 0 transitions.

After the Raman beams have been applied, we mea-
sure the state (|0〉 or |1〉) of the atom. A probe laser
beam resonant with the 52S1/2 F = 2 → 52P3/2 F ′ = 3
cycling transition is used to state-selectively push atoms
in state |1〉 out of the trap by radiation pressure. During
the 100 µs that the probe beam is applied, the depth of
the trap is lowered to 0.4 mK to make sure that atoms
in |1〉 are rapidly removed from the trap before they can
be pumped into the F = 1 hyperfine level by off-resonant
excitation. Atoms that are initially in state |0〉 are unaf-
fected by this procedure and remain in the trap [17]. We
then turn on the molasses cooling light for 10 ms and de-
termine whether or not the atom is still in the trap. The
states |0〉 and |1〉 are therefore mapped onto the presence
(absence) of the atom at the end of the sequence, as was
shown in similar experiments with caesium atoms [5, 18].

This technique actually measures whether the atom
is in the F = 1 or F = 2 hyperfine level at the end
of the sequence. Therefore, atoms that are left in the
F = 1, mF ± 1 sublevels after optical pumping also con-
tribute to the signal, leading to a 15 % background in the
number of atoms that remain after the push-out laser is
applied. In order to test the accuracy with which we can
assign the hyperfine state of a single atom at the end of
each sequence, we prepared the atom in either F = 1 or
F = 2 by blocking either the depumping or optical pump-
ing beam. We measure that the probability that we have
incorrectly assigned the hyperfine level of the atom at the
end of a single sequence is less than 2%.

At the end of a single qubit operation, the qubit is
in general in a superposition α|0〉 + β|1〉. In order to
measure the coefficients α and β we repeat each exper-
iment (trapping, preparation, qubit operation and read-
out) 100 times under identical conditions. In the absence
of technical noise, the statistical error on the mean recap-
ture probability after N identical experiments should be
given by the standard deviation of the binomial distribu-
tion σ =

√

p(1 − p)/N where p is the probability that the
atom is in F = 1. We have checked experimentally that
this is the case for values of p between 0.005 and 0.95,
and for N up to 1000. Our measurements of the coeffi-
cients α and β are therefore limited solely by quantum
projection noise.

The combined performance of these techniques was
investigated by performing Rabi rotations between the
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FIG. 2: Single-atom Rabi oscillations. We measure the frac-
tion of atoms in F = 1 as a function of the Raman pulse
length, at low (a) and high (b) intensity. We observe damped
Rabi oscillations between the two qubit states with Rabi fre-
quencies of Ω = 2π × 18 kHz (a) and Ω = 2π × 6.7 MHz
(b). In (b) we could not observe the first 400 ns due to the
response time of the acousto-optic modulator. The error bars
correspond to the quantum projection noise.

states |0〉 and |1〉. The results for two different Raman
beam intensities are shown in Fig. 2. At our maximum
intensity, we reach a Rabi frequency of Ω = 2π×6.7 MHz,
which corresponds to a π/2 rotation time of 37 ns. The
15 % background is due to the imperfect optical pumping
discussed above. At both high and low power the oscilla-
tions are strongly damped, decaying after approximately
5 complete periods. We attribute this damping to inten-
sity fluctations in the Raman beams. These fluctuations
have two origins. Firstly, the atom sees a time-varying
intensity due to its motion in the trap. To model this, we
average the Rabi frequency over the motion of the atom,
assuming that this motion is described by a thermal dis-
tribution [18]. Secondly, we measure technical intensity
fluctuations of ≈ 2 % RMS on each beam. The solid
lines in Fig. 2(a) and (b) are fits to the experimental
data using a model that includes both of these effects.
For both curves the temperature is fixed at 90 µK and
the level (including both beams) of technical intensity
fluctuations is fixed at 2.5 %. The initial contrast and
the Rabi frequency are the only adjustable parameters.
The model is in good agreement for both curves, despite
the 130, 000 fold reduction in the Raman beam intensity
(using neutral density filters) between the two curves.

We have also investigated the coherence properties of
this qubit using Ramsey spectroscopy. We apply two π/2
pulses separated by a variable time t, with a fixed value
of the Raman detuning δ. In the limit δτ ≪ 1 where
τ is the π/2 pulse length, the population measured in
the |1〉 state varies as P (t) = cos2(δt/2). The results of

FIG. 3: Ramsey fringes recorded with a π/2 pulse length of
1.2 µs and a detuning δ = 2π × 20.8 kHz. The solid line is a
fit to the data using the model presented in [18], which yields
a dephasing time T ∗

2 = 370 µs.

this measurement with τ = 1.2 µs and δ = 2π × 20.8
kHz are shown in Fig. 3. The contrast of the inter-
ference fringes decays as the time between the two π/2
pulses is increased, with a 1/e decay time of approxi-
mately 370 µs due to dephasing of the atomic qubit com-
pared to the Raman beams. The dephasing mechanisms
that operate in optical dipole traps have been extensively
studied [18, 19, 20, 21]. In our case, the dominant de-
phasing mechanism arises from the finite temperature of
the atoms in the trap. Due to the 6.8 GHz hyperfine
splitting, the detuning of the dipole trap ∆ is slightly
different for the |0〉 and |1〉 states, which therefore ex-
perience slightly different AC Stark shifts. This gives
rise to a position dependence of the qubit transition fre-
quency ω(r) = ωhf + ηU(r)/~, where the differential AC
Stark shift coefficient η (≈ ωhf/∆) = 7 × 10−4 for our
trap. Averaged over the motion of the atom in the trap,
this effect shifts the detuning δ between the atomic res-
onance and the Raman beams by an amount which is
different for each atom in a thermal ensemble, depend-
ing on its energy. As shown in [18], this gives rise to a
decay of the contrast with a characteristic (1/e) decay
time T ∗

2 = 1.94~/ηkBT . We measure a dephasing time
of T ∗

2 = 370 µs, which is longer than the theoretical value
T ∗

2 = 220 µs that we would expect at 90 µK. By varying
the temperature we have confirmed that the dephasing is
due to the motion of the atom, although this quantitative
disagreement remains unexplained.

The dephasing due to the motion of the atoms in the
trap can be reversed using the “spin-echo” technique
[18, 20]. An additional population-inverting π pulse ap-
plied midway between the two π/2 pulses ensures that
the phase accumulated during the second period of free
evolution is the opposite of that acquired during the first.
The echo signals that we obtain are shown in Fig. 4. The
echo signal decays due to the decay of the populations
(T1 processes) and the loss of atoms to other Zeeman
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FIG. 4: (a) Example of the echo signal. We fix the time
between the first π/2 pulse and the π pulse at T = 5 ms (left)
and T = 15 ms (right), and vary the time of the second π/2
pulse around t = 2T . The trap depth is U = 0.4 mK, and the
magnetic field is B = 0.18 mT. (b) Echo signal contrast as a
function of the total time between the π/2 pulses with U =
1.2 mK and B = 0.36 mT (open squares) and U = 0.4 mK
and B = 0.18 mT (filled circles). The dashed and solid lines
are exponential fits with 1/e decay times of 13 ± 2 ms and
34 ± 5 ms respectively.

states, as well as irreversible dephasing caused by fluc-
tuations in the experimental parameters. To illustrate
this, we repeated the spin echo experiments with a re-
duced trap depth and a smaller magnetic field. Lowering
the trap depth reduces the rate of hyperfine mixing due
to spontaneous Raman transitions induced by the opti-
cal dipole trap, and reducing the magnetic field reduces
the sensitivity of the qubit states to ambient magnetic
field fluctuations. As shown in Fig. 4, this resulted in a
significant increase in the decay time of the echo signal
from 13 ms to 34 ms.

In conclusion we have demonstrated the preparation,
read-out and manipulation of a single qubit stored in a
single neutral atom trapped in an optical tweezer. We
show that we can perform single-qubit rotations on a
40 ns timescale, with an irreversible dephasing time of
34 ms that is ≈ 106 times longer. With improved state
preparation and the elimination of technical intensity
noise, the fidelity of our single qubit operations will ulti-
mately be limited by the motion of the atom. In the fu-
ture, it should be possible to eliminate this effect by laser
cooling the atom to the ground state of the trap using
resolved-sideband Raman cooling [22], and achieve high-
speed, high-fidelity operations with low decoherence.
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